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What is contact-tracing

I traditional epidemiologist tool

I human investigators trying to track down contacs of infected
people





What is a contact-tracing app?

Bullshit

I false-positives 1

I false-negatives 1

I politicians attempt at looking to be doing something2

I potential dystopian mass-surveillance infrastructure

1
https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2020/05/me_on_covad-19_.html

2
https://www.lightbluetouchpaper.org/2020/04/12/contact-tracing-in-the-real-world/

https://www.schneier.com/blog/archives/2020/05/me_on_covad-19_.html
https://www.lightbluetouchpaper.org/2020/04/12/contact-tracing-in-the-real-world/




abuse I

The performance art people will tie a phone to a dog and
let it run around the park; the Russians will use the app
to run service-denial attacks and spread panic; and little
Johnny will self-report symptoms to get the whole school
sent home.

Contact tracing app vetted by Apple found to share data with
Foursquare and Google3

3
https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/05/22/

contact-tracing-app-vetted-by-apple-found-to-share-data-with-foursquare-and-google

https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/05/22/contact-tracing-app-vetted-by-apple-found-to-share-data-with-foursquare-and-google
https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/05/22/contact-tracing-app-vetted-by-apple-found-to-share-data-with-foursquare-and-google




CT surveillance



vectors

I Centralized
I GPS
I Cell tracking

I decentralized
I Near-�eld Ultra-Sound (NUS)
I Bluetooth Low-Energy (BLE)



Bluetrace/Opentrace

I https://bluetrace.io

I bluetrace claims to be decentralized and centralized. The
decentralized part is the collection of contacts, the centralized
part is the contact tracing.

I Automated contact tracing is not a coronavirus panacea4

author: Jason Bay is Senior Director (Government Digital Services)
at the Government Technology Agency, Singapore. He is also the
product lead for TraceTogether, the world's �rst nationwide
Bluetooth contact tracing system.

4
https:

//blog.gds-gov.tech/automated-contact-tracing-is-not-a-coronavirus-panacea-57fb3ce61d98

https://bluetrace.io
https://blog.gds-gov.tech/automated-contact-tracing-is-not-a-coronavirus-panacea-57fb3ce61d98
https://blog.gds-gov.tech/automated-contact-tracing-is-not-a-coronavirus-panacea-57fb3ce61d98


Bluetrace/Opentrace - proto

Health Authority:

def register(phone_number):

uuid = random(21)

db.insert(id=uuid, phone=phone_number)

then send a bunch of these for a longer interval to the registered
user:

IV=random(16)

return (AED256GCM(K_HA, IV,

uuid + validfrom + validtill)

+ IV + AuthTag)



Bluetrace/Opentrace - message I

message from periferial message:

{

// TempID of the Peripheral

"id": base64(tempid),

// Device model of the Peripheral,

// to calibrate distance estimates

"mp": "Samsung S8",

// Orgcode indicating the country and

// HA with which the Peripheral is enrolled

"o": "SG_MOH",

// Version of the protocol

"v": 2

}



Bluetrace/Opentrace - message II

response from central message:

{

// TempID of the Central

"id": base64(tempid),

// Device model of the Central,

// to calibrate distance estimates

"mc": "iPhone X",

// Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)

// as measured by the Central of the Peripheral

"rs": -60,

// Orgcode indicating the country and HA with which

// the Central is enrolled

"o": "SG_MOH",

// Version of the BlueTrace protocol

"v": 2

}



Bluetrace/Opentrace issues

It is a centralized system, the state has full access to social
networking pro�les of infected. can run very cheap (only BT device
needed) identi�cation by knowning which tempids belong to whom.



Bluetrace/Opentrace - threats

scariest quote from the whitepaper:

Each health authority is responsible for storage and protec-
tion of the users' identi�ers and encounter history shared.

I if you are in opposition of the state running *trace, you might
not want to use *trace apps

I bad for whistleblowers, investigative journalists, opposition
groups, oppressed minorities, etc.

I two-class system, those in favor and those opposed to the
rulers.

I tool of oppression



Robert5 protocol

I centralized

I central db, storing 40bit uids (ID[A]) and app auth/enc keys
derived from naive DH

I curves are P256

I no phonenumber is stored

5
https:

//github.com/ROBERT-proximity-tracing/documents/blob/master/ROBERT-specification-EN-v1_1.pdf

https://github.com/ROBERT-proximity-tracing/documents/blob/master/ROBERT-specification-EN-v1_1.pdf
https://github.com/ROBERT-proximity-tracing/documents/blob/master/ROBERT-specification-EN-v1_1.pdf


Robert protocol II

server generates a list of:

# i = epoch index

EBID[A][i] = 64bECB(KS, i | ID[A]) # skinny 64/192

# KG is a federation key

ECC[A][i] = (AES128OFB(KG, EBID[A][i] | '\0'*8))[0] ^ CCA

# App compiles the beacon and broadcasts it

msg[A][i] = ECC[A][i] + EBID[A][i] + Time[:2]

broadcast(msg[A][i]+HMACSHA256(K[A][auth], '\01'+msg[A][i])[:5])

#receive beacon:

if time.time()[:2] - msg[A][i].time < sigma:

store(msg[A][i], time.time())



Robert protocol III

upon diagnosis upload the stored {msg,time} pairs from the
relevant period to the central server upload via mixnet, trusted
server, or some hsm? otherwise social network leakage. . .
to check if at risk, can query server with EBID[A][i] which responds
with one bit. if bit is 1, all further queries are rejected.



Robert issues

I https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/ROBERT%20-%20Security%

20and%20privacy%20analysis.pdf

Could you please justify how this protocol achieves any
privacy from authorities, and how the current model of
assuming that all authorities are:

I Completely honest,
I Impervious to server/back-end compromise,
I Impervious to any transport-layer compromise or

impersonation,

. . . is in any way realistic or something that can be taken
seriously as a privacy-preserving protocol?

� Nadim Kobeissi (@kaepora) 6

6
https://github.com/ROBERT-proximity-tracing/documents/issues/2

https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/ROBERT%20-%20Security%20and%20privacy%20analysis.pdf
https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/ROBERT%20-%20Security%20and%20privacy%20analysis.pdf
https://github.com/ROBERT-proximity-tracing/documents/issues/2


Desire

I less centralized than robert, tokens are not centrally allocated
anymore.

I contact tracing is still central

I https://github.com/3rd-ways-for-EU-exposure-notification/project-DESIRE/blob/master/

DESIRE-specification-EN-v1_0.pdf

I https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/DESIRE%20-%20A%

20Practical%20Assessment.pdf

https://github.com/3rd-ways-for-EU-exposure-notification/project-DESIRE/blob/master/DESIRE-specification-EN-v1_0.pdf
https://github.com/3rd-ways-for-EU-exposure-notification/project-DESIRE/blob/master/DESIRE-specification-EN-v1_0.pdf
https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/DESIRE%20-%20A%20Practical%20Assessment.pdf
https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/DESIRE%20-%20A%20Practical%20Assessment.pdf


Desire protocol I

I at registration, server generates uid and EK[A], sends both to
app, all �elds in db (except uid) are encrypted with EK[a],
which is sent by app all the time, and deleted by the server.



Desire protocol II

for _ in epochs():

x = randombytes(32)

gx = scalarmult_base(x)

connect + send 2 packets()

y = recv(2 packets)

PET1=SHA256('1'+scalarmult(gx,y))

PET2=SHA256('2'+scalarmult(gx,y))

store(PET1,duration,day)

store(PET2,duration,day)

upon diagnosis, upload all PET1s via mixnet/trustedserver/hsm. to
check also upload all PET2s



DP3T

I whitepaper7

I decentralized, even the contact tracing

I strong academic european privacy respecting community

I 3 di�erent designs: low-cost, unlinkable, hybrid

7
https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/DP3T%20White%20Paper.pdf

https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/DP3T%20White%20Paper.pdf


DP3T - proto (design 1 - low-cost)

on users device:

SK[0] = randombytes(32)

SK[i] = sha256(SK[i-1])

epoch = 10

n = (24 * 60)/epoch

tag = HMAC-SHA256(SK[i], "broadcast key")

for j in range(n):

ephids[j] = AES128CTR(tag, j)

for each epoch:

ephid = random.choose(ephids)

ephids.remove(ephid)

broadcast(ephid)

when diagnosed, publish SK[t] and t, where t is the 1st day of
contagion, generate new SK randomly.



DP3T - proto (design 2 - unlinkable)

# epoch index

i = time.time() / epoch

seed[i]=randombytes(32)

ephid[i] = H(seed[i])[:16]

broadcast(ephid[i])

# scanning

ephid = scan()

store(hash(ephid+i))

when diagnosed send (redacted) list of {seed[i],i} to HA, HA
creates new cuckoo �lter every 2h and inserts:

cuckoofilter.insert(SHA256(SHA256(seed[i])[:16] + i))



DP3T - proto (design 3 - hybrid)

on users device:

SK[i] = randombytes(32)

tag = HMAC-SHA256(SK[i], "DP3T-HYBRID")

for j in range(epoch/L):

ephids[j] = AES128CTR(tag, j)

for _ in range(epoch/L):

ephid = random.choose(ephids)

ephids.remove(ephid)

broadcast(ephid)

when diagnosed, publish all (redacted) SK[i] and i, for the period of
contagion.



DP3T - issues

the Vaudenay paper8

I vigilantes

I geek attack

I paparazzi attack

I . . .

I response to Vaudenay9

8
https://eprint.iacr.org/2020/399

9
https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/Response%20to%20'

Analysis%20of%20DP3T'.pdf

https://eprint.iacr.org/2020/399
https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/Response%20to%20'Analysis%20of%20DP3T'.pdf
https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/Response%20to%20'Analysis%20of%20DP3T'.pdf


(east-coast) PACT

I MIT, loads of crypto people even R&S but no A

I https:

//pact.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/The-PACT-protocol-specification-ver-0.1.pdf

https://pact.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/The-PACT-protocol-specification-ver-0.1.pdf
https://pact.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/The-PACT-protocol-specification-ver-0.1.pdf


(east-coast) PACT protocol

# every hour

seed=randombytes(16)

# store seed for 3 months.

# t minute granularity time

r[t] = PRF(seed,t)

upon diagnosis upload (redacted) tuples of (seed, start,end)



TCN

I https://github.com/TCNCoalition/TCN

I decentralized

I coalition of early free software projects

I some crypto and privacy experts involved

https://github.com/TCNCoalition/TCN


TCN - protocol I

in the app:

rvk,rak = crypto_sign_keypair()

tck[0] = SHA256("H_TCK"+rak)

tck[i] = SHA2566("H_TCK" + rvk + tck[i-1])

tcn[i] = H("H_TCN" + i + tck[i])

to report diagnosed between epochs j1 < j2:

report = rvk + tck[j1-1] + j1 + j2 + memo

sig=crypto_sign(rak,report)

publish(report+sig)



TCN - protocol II

server only acts as store-and-forward for reports to check app
downloads reports and:

tck[j1] = SHA256("H_TCK" + rvk + tck[j1-i]) # Ratchet

tcn[j1] = SHA256("H_TCN"+j1+tck[j1]) # Generate

n=1

while j1+n < j2:

tck[j1+n]=SHA256("H_TCK"+rvk+tck[j1+n-1]) # Ratchet

tcn[j1+n]=SHA256("H_TCN"+(j1+n)+tck[j1+n]) # Generate

seen(tcn[j1+n])

n++



other protocols



Gapple

I https://www.apple.com/covid19/contacttracing

I https://covid19-static.cdn-apple.com/applications/covid19/current/static/contact-tracing/

pdf/ExposureNotification-CryptographySpecificationv1.2.pdf

https://www.apple.com/covid19/contacttracing
https://covid19-static.cdn-apple.com/applications/covid19/current/static/contact-tracing/pdf/ExposureNotification-CryptographySpecificationv1.2.pdf
https://covid19-static.cdn-apple.com/applications/covid19/current/static/contact-tracing/pdf/ExposureNotification-CryptographySpecificationv1.2.pdf




Gapple - proto

# 10 minute intevals since unix epoch

ENIntervalNumber = time.time() / 600

# tek = temp exposure key

TEKRollingPeriod = 144

i = (ENIntervalNumber/TEKRollingPeriod)*TEKRollingPeriod

tek[i] = randombytes(16)

# rolling proximity id key

RPIK[i] = HKDF(tek[i], NULL, u"EN-RPIK", 16)

# rolling proximity identifier

j = time.time()

RPI[i][j]=aes128(RPIK[i],u"EN-RPI"+"0..0"+ENIntervalNumber)

# associated encrypted metadata key

AEMK[i]=HDKF(tek[i],NULL,u"EN-AEMK",16)

AEM[i][j]=aes128ctr(AEMK[i],RPI[i][j],Metadata)

broadcast(RPI[i][j]+AEM[i][j])

in case of diagnosis publish list of {tek[i], i} for period of contagion



Gapple - issues

I not free software, controlled by gapple

I playstore requires gmail account (age,IMEI)

I 2h window for replay attacks

I only day-granularity for redaction

I most vaudenay attacks from his dp3t paper

Jaap-Henk Hoepman (prof. PET&PBD @ Digital Security Group of
Radboud Uni):

I Google Apple Contact Tracing (GACT): a wolf in sheep's
clothes.10

I Stop the Apple and Google contact tracing platform. (Or be
ready to ditch your smartphone.)11

I most dp3t issues.
10

https:

//blog.xot.nl/2020/04/19/google-apple-contact-tracing-gact-a-wolf-in-sheeps-clothes/

11
https://blog.xot.nl/2020/04/11/

stop-the-apple-and-google-contact-tracing-platform-or-be-ready-to-ditch-your-smartphone/

https://blog.xot.nl/2020/04/19/google-apple-contact-tracing-gact-a-wolf-in-sheeps-clothes/
https://blog.xot.nl/2020/04/19/google-apple-contact-tracing-gact-a-wolf-in-sheeps-clothes/
https://blog.xot.nl/2020/04/11/stop-the-apple-and-google-contact-tracing-platform-or-be-ready-to-ditch-your-smartphone/
https://blog.xot.nl/2020/04/11/stop-the-apple-and-google-contact-tracing-platform-or-be-ready-to-ditch-your-smartphone/


centralized vs decentralized threats



centralized vs decentralized

I di�erent goals: serve epidemiologists or users?

I https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/Privacy%20and%

20Security%20Attacks%20on%20Digital%20Proximity%20Tracing%20Systems.pdf

I https://github.com/ROBERT-proximity-tracing/documents/blob/master/

Proximity-tracing-analysis-EN-v1_0.pdf

I Pandemic Contact Tracing Apps: DP-3T, PEPP-PT NTK, and
ROBERT from a Privacy Perspective https://eprint.iacr.org/2020/489

I Big Data Institute12

12
https://github.com/BDI-pathogens/covid-19_instant_tracing/raw/master/Centralised%20and%

20decentralised%20systems%20for%20contact%20tracing.pdf

https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/Privacy%20and%20Security%20Attacks%20on%20Digital%20Proximity%20Tracing%20Systems.pdf
https://github.com/DP-3T/documents/blob/master/Security%20analysis/Privacy%20and%20Security%20Attacks%20on%20Digital%20Proximity%20Tracing%20Systems.pdf
https://github.com/ROBERT-proximity-tracing/documents/blob/master/Proximity-tracing-analysis-EN-v1_0.pdf
https://github.com/ROBERT-proximity-tracing/documents/blob/master/Proximity-tracing-analysis-EN-v1_0.pdf
https://eprint.iacr.org/2020/489
https://github.com/BDI-pathogens/covid-19_instant_tracing/raw/master/Centralised%20and%20decentralised%20systems%20for%20contact%20tracing.pdf
https://github.com/BDI-pathogens/covid-19_instant_tracing/raw/master/Centralised%20and%20decentralised%20systems%20for%20contact%20tracing.pdf


conclusion I

The real trade-o� between surveillance and public health is
this. For years, a pandemic has been at the top of Britain's
risk register, yet far less was spent preparing for one than
on anti-terrorist measures, many of which were ostentatious
rather than e�ective. Worse, the rhetoric of terror pu�ed
up the security agencies at the expense of public health,
predisposing the US and UK governments to disregard the
lesson of SARS in 2003 and MERS in 2015 � unlike the
governments of China, Singapore, Taiwan and South Ko-
rea, who paid at least some attention. What we need is
a radical redistribution of resources from the surveillance-
industrial complex to public health.
. . .



conclusion II

. . .
Our e�ort should go into expanding testing, making venti-
lators, retraining everyone with a clinical background from
vet nurses to physiotherapists to use them, and building
�eld hospitals. We must call out bullshit when we see it,
and must not give policymakers the false hope that techno-
magic might let them avoid the hard decisions. Otherwise
we can serve best by keeping out of the way. The response
should not be driven by cryptographers but by epidemiolo-
gists, and we should learn what we can from the countries
that have managed best so far, such as South Korea and
Taiwan.

� Ross Anderson



Q&A?
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